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Mr. Clementi Well, I think the way I talked to Jack Stark, if the city says
. it's all right and the Housing Authority says itfs all rights then we can live
with it*. Why don't you make a note?

If you do have an applicant inside the

city limits of Anadark,o to either call, me and 1*11 check it out with Mr.
Stark so that we can say yay or nay. And what you need to do before we get
.

.

f

.

too f£r along is and at this point, this individual.
(Participant, man:)

Well.owe can., we can clear it with them. Probably

with the Housing Authority of Anadarko and "'they will, 0 they will clear it 0
Mr. Clement! Right.'
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.
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(Participant, ladyj) Now is this the mutual help?
MrV ClementjYeah, mutual help. '
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•
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(Participant, man:) Now didn't Mr. Stark say this morning that the Public
„

*•

Health covldn't do 'anything with them? •
Mr. Clement: You wouldn't be^sweatin* it there anyway. In, other'words it'd
be (not clear) When you get into this public healtho
eloped area $es«.«.

*

•

/

If you get into an undev-'

. '"

(•Participant,*marfi) Oh, I see.
Mr. Clement: Uh course your participant would have to pay a deposit oh a
water heater and so on, a sewer tapt -which_.would probably come out of his pocket- ,
book and then this wouldnft be a community .problem. But you wouldo.
(Participant, lady:) It*Si possible that we njight tiave two that I know of.
Mr. Clement: Uh anotb/er thing, of»course, this is ,the'Caddo, tr^be of Indians0
Uh..buf the Delaware and the Wichita are pretty well idle and are sort of
relying on the Caddos to get housing for them. Now in this application .
/
'
shouldn't they note; this that the Wichita tribes and the Delaware tribes are
/
participating in t^iis also. Se. o .
'
'
°
. ,
(Participant,, man|) We have passed a resolution on especially on this corif

ventional low rer^t housing because you're going to need a whole lot of justifi •
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